Once upon an island…

in the Aegean Sea, an intimate wedding was beginning at a grande dame hotel of the Cyclades, Aigis Suites
…
“... For a few seconds the eyes close. Kisses in the breathtaking view of Aegean last a little less than
usual as the eyes cannot miss not even a moment of this extraordinary beauty. Fractions of
minutes after that first kiss of Chantal and Jerome, the sun takes position for its last dive in light
blue…”

A LANDSCAPE OF
EMOTIONS
“In the middle of the sea
From only the desire of
love, do you hear meWe lifted up the whole
island, do you hear me-…”

Monogram, Odysseas Elytis
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WEDDING MAGIC
Get inspired by our expertise
and ideas. Decide your Downthe-Aisle style, set as your
destination the stars and let
us support your most
beautiful tale from beginning
to end, from Alpha to Ωmega.
From there, the sheer magic
begins…
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MUSIC
After years of experience in PARTY planning
AIGIS family guarantees that your wedding
party will be unforgettable, unique and fun.
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Feeling the romance of the violins, enjoying
traditional Greek dances with the live orchestra
and dancing on the rhythm of the best
professionals DJ’s, your guest will remember it
for years to come.
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BESPOKE LUXURY
TRANSFER SERVICES
(for the wedding couple and the
guests):
Helicopter, Boats (Speed boat,
traditional boat etc.), Sedan/
Limousine car.
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Next stop in the dream,
next stop on the island with the
three letters, Kea, and that
petite paradise that faces
Hospitality and your Wedding as
the most lyrical emotion
in the world.
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INVITATIONS
AND CUSTOM PRINTING

HANDMADE
BONBONIERRES

ART DE LA TABLE

FLORAL ORNAMENT AT THE
CHURCH AND THE
RECEPTION HALL

HANDMADE
GUESTS’ GIFTS

AUDIO VISUAL
SERVICES & LIGHTING

PREMIUM OPEN BAR

EXQUISITE DESSERTS

MENU SELECTOR BASED ON
LOCAL ISLAND FLAVORS
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…The wedding joy is now that
will make “noise”. A big party
starts, on the side of AIGIS
SUITES pool under the full moon
of the summer. The magic violin
accompanies the first dance of
the couple and the orchestra
begins with the favorite tracks
enriched with the authentic
rhythms, island songs and
traditional Greek dances that
guests learned with passion...
All this magic... crystallized on a
next day and a memorable party
that taught them for the first
time to sleep at dawn, to wake
up to the moon of the following
night. Magic that ends up in a
magical rhythm, in an erotic
song, at a night that never
ended, a vigil they had never
done before, in a place they
loved…At AIGIS, in love, at the
hotel that wove sea memories
and treasures, joining
destinations and people,
tradition and modern lifestyle,
islands and mountains, Kea with
Switzerland, France, New York,
England.
At the intimate wedding hotel
that choreographs with
20 years of experience, in
every nook and corner of the
island, for more than 100
wedding couples their unique
sonnet of love to “carry it
in heart”.
∞Three conceived wedding
proposals are outlined,
as per below, that can be
used either as they are or
with personalized customizations.
These are also the beginning to
sparkle your imagination for
designing your very own signature
wedding.

WEDDING PACKAGES

B ridal Rhapsody in Blue
A heaven on earth I have won by wooing thee (Shakespeare’s All's Well That Ends Well, 4.2.76). The Aegean Sea
connected to the hotel infinity pool and the dinner set become your wedding salle à manger. The bride becomes the
Princess of the Aegean in one night. The groom vows eternal love under a canopy of stars. That first night the sound of
the waves would lull them to sleep… And their Blue Odyssey of Love would just start…The stuff of fairytales.

∞ Choice of the Church – Wedding Date Reservation
∞ Marriage Licenses Arrangements– Facilitation of all the legal documentation required for the Church or
the Municipality
∞ Wedding Concept Consultancy
∞ Wedding Planning – Analytical Time Scheduling of your Wedding Preparation- On -site
Coordination- Supervision
∞ Wedding Invitations (theme selection, wording, design and custom-printing)
∞ Informational documents for the guests
∞ Bonbonnieres (handmade, selection of design & materials)
∞ Guests’ gifts (suggestions, construction)
∞ Decoration of AIGIS SUITES site (selection, supervision)
∞ Decoration of the Church (selection, supervision)
∞ Welcome table in the Church (decoration, supervision)
∞ Bridal bouquet, Groom’s & Bridesmaids’ bouquets and floral displays (selection)
∞ Selection of Art de la Table
∞ Wishes table (selection)
∞ Videography and Photography Steaming of the nuptial wedding attire
∞

Photo Booth (selection)

∞ Arrangement of the Bride’s & Groom’s transportation (by car or boat)
∞ Wedding cake (optional- selection)
∞ Arrangements for Guests’ excursions
∞ Suggestions for guests’ accommodation (hotels – villas in the vicinity of the hotel)
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“ eporto” * Of Love
Authentic, Autographic, Autarchic, Archangel, Ancient. This is Love. Archipelago. Aesthetics, Apocalypse,
Anagenesis, Aegis. Aigis. This is Aigis. Words made to travel and honor the Love. At the amphitheater of the sea, the
nuptials are unfolding at the moonlit night and in the Archangel of summer, the August. The bride and the groom dance
their first tango. The reception continues with the favorite tracks of their friends and family, alternated with traditional
island songs and dances, the steps of which were shown by the owners and the guests were passionate to learn them
until the dawn...
On a night that never ended… At the spatial backdrop that is set up by those little beautiful lyrics in Elytis'
Monogram “In the Heaven I have spotted an island. Same as you and one house at the sea".

∞ Wedding Concept Consultancy
∞ Wedding Planning – Analytical Time Scheduling of your Wedding Preparation- On -site
Coordination- Supervision
∞ Wedding Invitations (theme selection, wording, design and custom-printing)
∞ Informational documents for the guests
∞ Bonbonnieres (handmade, selection of design & materials)
∞ Guests’ gifts (suggestions, construction)
∞ Decoration of AIGIS SUITES site (selection, supervision)
∞ Decoration of the Church (selection, supervision)
∞ Welcome table in the Church (decoration, supervision)
∞ Bridal bouquet, Groom’s & Bridesmaids’ bouquets and floral displays (selection)
∞ Selection of Art de la Table
∞ Wishes Table (selection)
∞ Videography and Photography Steaming of the nuptial wedding attire
∞ Photo Booth (selection)
∞ Wedding cake (optional- selection)
∞ Guests’ Lists for the Reception Tables
*Reporto was a nautical word of the Aegean Sea islands which was used similarly to the
word “message”: Reporto represents the message that the sailors of the Aegean Sea
sent to their wives and kids while they were on board on long journeys. Your wedding,
an islandish nautical message of love rooted in the heart of the Aegean.

I sland Love Affair
“We loved with a love that was more than love.”-Edgar Allan Poe. The sun has taken position for its last
dive in the blue. A few years ago, Ann and Adam gave their first kisses here, “in one hand’s-breadth of sea” (Elytis).
Two years later they came back and were betrothed. A year later they brought all their friends to say the most
beautiful I love you, at their wedding, at our hotel, where we became the architects of their dream. In a room next to
the sea and a window open to awaken the love. At an evening and many days before that make you wonder: "How
long does the dream last?"

∞ Wedding Planning – Analytical Time Scheduling of your Wedding Preparation- On -site
Coordination- Supervision
∞ Bonbonnieres (handmade, selection of design & materials)
∞ Decoration of AIGIS SUITES site (selection)
∞ Decoration of the Church (selection)
∞ Bridal bouquet, Groom’s & Bridesmaids’ bouquets and floral displays (selection)
∞ Wishes Table (selection)
∞ Wedding cake (optional- selection)
∞ Guest Lists for the Reception tables
~

Additional services:
Videography and Photography Steaming of the nuptial wedding attire

~

3-hour Wedding Spa Package the day before the actual wedding day

~

Private candlelit dinner for the newly-weds under the stars

~

Live music with band/ orchestra according to your music predilections

~

Hairstyling/Make-up Services

~

Organization of the guests’ schedule during their stay in the island

~

Bespoke Luxury Transfer Services: Helicopter, Boats (Speed boat of Riva type etc.,
boat etc.), Sedan/ Limousine car

~

Selection of the Choreographer & the choreography for the first dance of the newly-weds

~

Several happenings during the preparation of the bride and the groom

~

Cooperation of AIGIS SUITES Wedding Planner with your Wedding Planner (if chosen)

~

Cooperation & organization of different kinds of wedding concepts (farms, villas, beach) in other
areas of the island

traditional

Born out of the Love of Hospitality
for
“a dream of yours”
Odysseas Elytis

